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Introduction 

This lightweight and free project management framework 

built with Trello and using the principles outlined in Getting 

Things Done by David Allen addresses the complexities of 

managing mixed teams of professionals and students through 

transparency. A premade template can be found at bit.ly/tbx-

workflow and a step-by-step tutorial can be found at 

makerspacepodcast.com. 

Structure 

Trello defines three fundamental units in a hierarchy: 

Boards, Lists, and Cards. Boards contain Lists that, in turn, 

contain Cards. 

 

This workflow capitalizes on this hierarchy by using Lists to 

categorize Cards by purpose and status. The workflow 

defines ten “core” Lists and the properties of the Cards they 

contain. They are: 

 

● Inbox 

● Queued Action Items 

● Active Action Items 

● Problem / Waiting 

● Ready for Review 

● Done 

● Active Projects 

● Queued Projects 

● Repeating Action Items 

● Reference 

 

Please note, the workflow’s effectiveness relies on a shared 

understanding of what each List means and what Cards in a 

List represent. 

Inbox 

The purpose of the Inbox is to collect all inputs to the 

workflow. Cards may take the form of questions, 

observations, to do items, notes, and other information. 

 

All Team Members are encouraged to add cards to the 

Inbox. These Cards are digital artifacts of something that 

requires assessment. 

 

Team Leadership returns to this list on a regular basis, 

usually weekly, to consider each Card and define what 

action or decision, if any, to take. 

 

If a single, discrete effort will address the Inbox Card, then 

Team Leadership may define an Action Item for the team 

and place it into Queued Action Items. If a more prolonged 

process or effort is necessary, then Team Leadership may 

define a Project and place it into Queued Projects. If there is 

no clear course of action or opportunity the Inbox Card may 

be discarded. 

Action Items 

Action Items are discrete, defined tasks that have been 

prepared with task-specific criteria, additional information or 

resources, and instructions. They are smallest unit of work in 

the workflow and comprise all the Cards in the Queued 

Action Items, Active Action Items, Problem / Waiting, 

Ready for Review, and Repeating Action Items Lists. 

 

Action Items start in the Queued Action Items List. They 

may be assigned to specific people or left open. 

 

When an appropriate individual starts working on a Queued 

Action Item, they move it to Active Action Items. The act of 

moving the card is an acknowledgement of the task and 

signals to the team who is doing the work. 

 

When the Action Item is complete, it may either be moved 

to Ready for Review or directly to Done as specified by the 

Action Item. 

 

Ready for Review adds a check-in step. Usually the check-in 

is utilized by Team Leadership to review work, provide 

feedback, or queue a dependent Action Item. After review, 

the Action Item may be returned to the Queued Action Items 

or placed into Done. 

 

When moved to Done, the Action Item is recognized as 

complete. 

 

Makerspaces must often complete regular “maintenance 

tasks” in order to keep the facility and equipment running at 

peak efficiency. Rather than continually introducing these 

needs into the workflow via the Inbox, the Trello Card 



 

 

Repeater power-up can be used to automatically copy 

premade cards into Queued Action Items. 

Projects 
Projects are any initiative that requires more than one Action 

Item to accomplish. In this workflow, Project cards represent 

ongoing sources of Action Items and repositories of useful 

resources, dialog, and records. Projects exist in either Active 

Projects or Queued Projects. 

 

Active Projects are revisited at regular intervals or as needed 

to either update the card information or to identify the next 

Action Item necessary to achieve the desired outcome. 

 

Queued Project are revisited at longer intervals (i.e. 

semesterly or annually) or as needed to identify a new 

initiative for the makerspace. 

Reference 

Reference Cards contain useful policies, procedures, links, 

and other resources that are commonly useful. By keeping 

these Cards up to date, the Team is encouraged to spend 

time on the board and engage with the workflow via 

convenience. 

Variations 
In various implementations across different situations and 

teams at Sears think[box], there are variations on the core 

workflow that have proven useful. They will be discussed 

briefly below for completeness. 

Maintenance Tasks List 
As the proportion of recurring Action Items to all Action 

Items increased, a separate Maintenance Tasks List was 

created adjacent to Queued Action Items. Functionally the 

two lists are very similar, except that all recurring Action 

Items were placed in the former and all one-off Action Items 

were placed in the latter. This particular Team valued the 

ability to assess maintenance progress separately. 

Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Yearly Recurring Action Items Lists 

In this variation, the singular Recurring Action Items List is 

broken out into separate lists that contain maintenance tasks 

based on their recurrence. 

 
The Manual Board 

As an extension of Reference, the Manual is a separate board 

that serves as the institutional repository for all information, 

policies, and procedures. This board’s function spans 

multiple teams. 


